§ 1926.1083 Post-dive procedures.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.423 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

SPECIFIC OPERATIONS PROCEDURES

§ 1926.1084 SCUBA diving.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.424 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

§ 1926.1085 Surface-supplied air diving.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.425 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

§ 1926.1086 Mixed-gas diving.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.426 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

§ 1926.1087 Liveboating.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.427 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS

§ 1926.1090 Equipment.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.430 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

RECORDKEEPING

§ 1926.1091 Recordkeeping requirements.

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this section are identical to those set forth at §1910.440 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

APPENDIX A TO SUBPART Y OF PART 1926—EXAMPLES OF CONDITIONS WHICH MAY RESTRICT OR LIMIT EXPOSURE TO HYPERBARIC CONDITIONS

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this appendix A are identical to those set forth at appendix A to Subpart T of part 1910 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31432, June 20, 1996]

APPENDIX B TO SUBPART Y OF PART 1926—GUIDELINES FOR SCIENTIFIC DIVING

NOTE: The requirements applicable to construction work under this appendix B are identical to those set forth at appendix B to subpart T of part 1910 of this chapter.

[61 FR 31433, June 20, 1996]

Subpart Z—Toxic and Hazardous Substances


Section 1926.1102 not issued under 29 U.S.C. 655 or 29 CFR part 1911; also issued under 5 U.S.C. 553.

§ 1926.1100 [Reserved]

§ 1926.1101 Asbestos.

(a) Scope and application. This section regulates asbestos exposure in all work as defined in 29 CFR 1910.12(b), including but not limited to the following:

1. Demolition or salvage of structures where asbestos is present;
2. Removal or encapsulation of materials containing asbestos;
3. Construction, alteration, repair, maintenance, or renovation of structures, substrates, or portions thereof, that contain asbestos;
4. Installation of products containing asbestos;
5. Asbestos spill/emergency cleanup; and
6. Transportation, disposal, storage, containment of and housekeeping activities involving asbestos or products